COMPARISON OF TRACHEAL CUFFS
Sir,-The article entitled "A Method for Comparing Endotracheal Tubes" (Homi et al., 1978) provides additional evidence to support the view that it is unnecessary to have a tracheal wall pressure greater than the peak airway pressure. However, in deducing the tracheal wall pressure for a low residual volume cuff from the compliance curves, the authors make the assumption that the cuff inflates to the same shape in air as it does in the confines of the trachea. This is clearly not so and the tracheal wall pressure will vary along the length of the cuff. Therefore, the resulting "calculated" pressure can only be an approximation. One major problem in the use of compliance curves is that the physical properties of a cuff will vary between individual tubes as a result of manufacturing tolerances and in a given tube they can vary with both temperature and time. For the high residual volume cuff, it has been shown that the intra-cuff pressure is equal to the tracheal wall pressure (Carroll, 1973; Crawley and Cross, 1975) and so compliance curves are unnecessary.
It is not always acceptable to use minimal leak ventilation as this may not provide protection against aspiration. In these situations additional air will need to be added to the cuff. For a low residual cuff the effects of this are not immediately apparent, whereas for the high residual cuff the effect can be seen readily by using a simple pressure gauge to measure the intra-cuff pressure and hence the tracheal wall pressure. Indeed, with the high residual volume cuff, additional air added to the cuff will, in the first instance, increase the resting cuff pressure without necessarily increasing the peak intra-cuff pressure. This is not so for a low residual volume cuff, as has been demonstrated again by Homi and his colleagues in their figure 5. From this it can be seen that the addition of 1 ml of air to the cuff almost doubles the calculated tracheal wall pressure.
Homi and his colleagues refer to a high transmitted pressure necessary for a seal in high residual volume cuffs "particularly along any folds or ridges in the cuff". They quote the reference as an earlier paper by myself (Cross, 1973) . In fact, the higher pressures referred to were not "particularly along any folds" but were generally increased intra-cuff pressures necessary to seal any folds. This was only the case in the in vitro studies. Later work (Crawley and Cross, 1975) showed that these greater pressures were
